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ABSTRACT: Recent developments and applications in theoretical methods
focusing on drug design and particularly on the solvent effect in molecular
recognition based on the three-dimensional reference interaction site model
(3D-RISM) theory are reviewed. Molecular recognition, a fundamental
molecular process in living systems, is known to be the functional mechanism
of most drugs. Solvents play an essential role in molecular recognition
processes as well as in ligand−protein interactions. The 3D-RISM theory is
derived from the fundamental statistical mechanics theory, which reproduces
all solvation thermodynamics naturally and has some advantages over
conventional solvation methods, such as molecular simulation and the
continuum model. Here, we review the basics of the 3D-RISM theory and
methods of molecular recognition in its applications toward drug design.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Molecular recognition is one of the most important
fundamental processes in biological systems and is known to
be the functional mechanism of most drugs.1 This is defined as
a molecular process in which a ligand molecule is bound at a
particular position in host molecules, such as proteins, with
high selectivity. Many drugs are selectively bound to target host
proteins where they inhibit or activate their intrinsic function.
For example, oseltamivir, a well-known antiviral drug, is
selectively bound to the neuraminidase enzyme of influenza
virus and blocks its function.2,3 Amantadine is also an antiviral
drug, which works as a channel blocker for the M2 proton
channel of influenza A virus.4,5 This drug is bound to the M2
proton channel and blocks proton conduction through the
membrane. The molecular recognition of these drugs
consequently causes the inhibition of viral replication.
Molecular recognition processes are governed by the

difference in free energy between the ligand-binding and
-unbinding states.1 Here, let us consider a molecular
recognition process characterized by the free energy change
between the binding and unbinding states, ΔG

Δ = − +G G G G( )complex ligand protein (1)

which is referred to as binding free energy, where Gcomplex,
Gligand, and Gprotein denote the free energy of the ligand−protein
complex, ligand, and host protein in the unbinding states,
respectively. A negative value of the binding free energy
indicates that the molecular recognition process occurs
spontaneously. The binding free energy originates from the
changes in the conformation of the molecule, interaction
between ligand and protein, and solvation structure; hence eq 1
can be rewritten as

Δ = Δ + Δ + ΔG G G Gconf int solv (2)

where ΔGconf, ΔGint, and ΔGsolv denote the changes in the
conformational energy, the interaction energy between ligand
and protein, and the solvation free energy, respectively. The
solvation free energy change, the last term on the right-hand
side of eq 2, is attributed to the solvation structure change due
to the ligand binding by the host protein. When there is no
ligand molecule at the binding pocket or recognition site of the
host protein, these regions are usually occupied by water
molecules, and the ligand molecules are simply solvated in
solution. For a ligand molecule to bind to the recognition site,
the solvation structure of both the ligand and host protein must
change substantially. For example, the hydrogen bond between
a ligand and a solvent water is cleaved, resulting in an
alternative interaction between the ligand and the host protein.
The breaking of the hydrogen bond causes reorganization of
the hydrogen bond network in the solvent water. Such a
structural change in solvation also causes the entropy of the
solvent to change because the degrees of freedom allowed in
the solvent water are changed substantially by the enlargement
of the space for translational motion and changes in the
restriction of rotational motion. Therefore, to understand the
molecular recognition process, which is a thermodynamic
process, an appropriate treatment of the solvation is highly
anticipated.
Molecular simulation is the most popular way to handle the

solvation.6 In molecular simulation, all of the degrees of
freedom of the solvent molecules, namely coordinates and
orientations, are treated explicitly; therefore, they are known as
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the “explicit solvent model.” To compute thermodynamic
properties using molecular simulation, the configuration
integrals for the coordinates and orientations of all solvent
molecules need to be performed under a specific ensemble. The
coordinates and orientations of solvent molecules are generated
by time propagation of the Newtonian equation of motion in a
molecular dynamic (MD) simulation or by random sampling in
a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The molecular simulation
provides a detailed molecular view and accurate thermody-
namic quantities if a sufficiently good ensemble average is
taken. However, the computational cost of taking “a sufficiently
good ensemble average” to reproduce solvation free energy
including entropy is very high. It is unpractical to apply these
methods in virtual screening that targets large amounts of
compounds.
A continuum solvation model, such as the generalized Born

(GB)7 and Poisson−Boltzmann (PB)8 methods, is another
candidate for determining the solvation thermodynamics of
biomolecules.9−11 In this model, the solvent environment is
described as a spherical or molecular-shaped cavity surrounded
by a continuum medium characterized by a dielectric constant.
Due to this treatment of the solvent environment, the model
only describes the electrostatic interaction between solute and
solvent medium, but not nonelectrostatic, cavitation, and
hydrophobic interactions. To incorporate the missing energy
term for the hydrophobic contribution in solvation free energy
models, PB and GB employ a simple model dependent on the
solvent accessible surface area (SA) of the solute molecule,
known as the PBSA or GBSA methods.12−14 These methods
are combined with molecular mechanics (MM/PBSA or MM/
GBSA methods) and are widely used in docking simulations
that are implemented in popular molecular simulation pack-
ages. The information on the solvation obtained by the models
is rather limited compared to the explicit solvent model due to
the simple expression of the solvent environment. However, the
computational cost to obtain the solvation free energy is much
lower than that of the explicit solvent model; therefore, these
methods are a mainstay of the solvation model for virtual
screening in modern drug design.
The three-dimensional reference interaction site model (3D-

RISM) theory has been developed as an alternative approach
for the solvation of biomolecules. It is based on the statistical
mechanics integral equation theory of molecular liquids.15−19

Although there are many theories to obtain the solvation
structure of biomolecules based on the integral equation theory
of liquids,20−24 the 3D-RISM theory is most widely used. The
3D-RISM equation is derived from the molecular Ornstein−
Zernike (MOZ) equation for a solute−solvent system by taking
a statistical average over the orientation of the solvent species.
In the 3D-RISM theory, the host protein and ligand molecules
are regarded as “solutes,” and water, ions, and all surrounding
molecules are regarded as “solvents.” By solving the 3D-RISM
equation coupled with an appropriate closure relation under the
solute−solvent interaction potential, one can obtain the three-
dimensional distribution function (3D-DF) of solvent species
around solute molecules. The 3D-DF represents the probability
of finding the solvent species as a function of the Cartesian
coordinate of the solvent. Such a function is especially suited to
complex molecular systems. Furthermore, the 3D-DFs are
obtained through a complete ensemble average over the entire
configuration space of solvent molecules in the thermodynamic
limits.18,25 This means that the 3D-DFs obtained by 3D-RISM
theory can reproduce the solvation structure in the binding

pocket, channel, and cavity inside the protein where the
dielectric constant of the solvent differs from the bulk.
Several review articles related to 3D-RISM theory have been

published to date. Yoshida et al. reviewed some earlier works on
the application of this approach to molecular recognition
processes; these studies were discussed mainly on the basis of
3D-DF, which is a main output of the 3D-RISM theory.19

Other review papers introduced multiscale methodological
developments of the 3D-RISM theory combined with other
theoretical methods, such as quantum mechanics methods and
MD simulation methods, and their applications.26−29 Further
reviews concentrated on more specific applications, such as
channel proteins,30 ligand mapping,31 and electrolyte solva-
tion.32 Ratkova, Palmer, and Fedorov reviewed general aspects
of applying integral equation theories to model thermody-
namics of solvation.33

In the present article, we complement the previous reviews
discussed above by examining some recent papers from a
different viewpoint; that is, we wish to bring together methods
that can be used for drug design based on 3D-RISM and related
theories. A brief overview of the 3D-RISM theory is described
in the next section, followed by the introduction of two
different types of analysis for investigating the molecular
recognition processes, namely, the DF-based and binding free
energy analyses. The development of the solvent and ligand
placement algorithm based on the 3D-RISM theory is also
introduced.

■ BASICS OF THE 3D-RISM THEORY
We briefly introduce the basics of the 3D-RISM theory. The
details of the theory were presented in the literature.15−18 The
3D-RISM theory is a DF theory describing the solvation
structure of macromolecules, which is derived from the MOZ
integral equation. To derive the 3D-RISM equation, let us start
by defining the pair density DF of polyatomic molecules. The
pair density DF of polyatomic molecules is a function of both
the position r and the orientations Ω of the molecules. The pair
density DF is defined as

∑ ∑ρ δ δ

δ δ

Ω Ω

Ω Ω Ω Ω

= ⟨ − −

− − ⟩

≠
r r r r r r( , , , ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

i j i
i j

i j

1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2 (3)

Under the assumption of the translational invariance on the
pair density distribution, the pair DF is derived as

ρ
ρΩ Ω Ω Ω= Ω⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟g r r( , , ) ( , , )12 1 2

2

12 1 2
(4)

where r12 = r2 − r1 and Ω ≡ ∫ dΩ. Using this function, the
MOZ equation is given as

∫ρ
Ω Ω Ω Ω

Ω Ω Ω Ω

Ω

=

+
Ω

h c

c h

d d

r r

r r

r
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3 3 (5)

where h = g + 1 is the total correlation function and c is the
direct correlation function which is defined through the MOZ
equation. Since the correlation functions in the MOZ
formalism have positional and orientational variables, it is
difficult to handle them even numerically. This problem can be
solved using a method to reduce the functions by introducing
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the interaction-site model, which was originally proposed by
Chandler and Andersen.34 The 3D total correlation function is
derived by the integration of the molecular pair correlation
function over the orientation of solvent molecules:

∫ δΩ Ω Ω=
Ω

+ −γ γh h l dr r r r( )
1

( , , ) ( ( ) ) 212 1 2 12 2 2 (6)

where l2γ denotes the vector connecting the molecular center
and the interaction site γ on molecule 2. In addition, they
applied a superposition approximation to the direct correlation
function:

∑Ω Ω =
γ

γc cr r( , , ) ( )12 1 2
(7)

By applying eqs 6 and 7, the MOZ equation is reduced to the
molecular-site OZ or 3D-RISM equations:

∑ ω ρ= * +γ
γ

γ γ γ γ γ γ
′

′ ′ ′ ′h c hr( ) [ ( )]
(8)

where * denotes the convolution integral and ωγγ′ is the
intramolecular correlation function:

ω δ δ
π

δ δ= + − −γγ γγ
γγ

γγ γγ′ ′
′

′ ′r r
l

r l( ) ( )
1

4
(1 ) ( )2

(9)

with lγγ′ the distance between the interaction sites γ and γ′. hγγ′
is a total correlation function of neat solvent, which is obtained
beforehand by solving the RISM calculation for the solvent
system. Because the intramolecular correlation function is
determined from the molecular structure, the 3D-RISM
equation has two unknown functions, h and c. To determine
h and c uniquely, we need one more relation between them,
which is called the closure equation. The closure equation must
be a function of variable r to be used in the RISM: hence, it is
given as an equation for the site−site correlation function. For
example, the site−site form of the hyper-netted chain (HNC)
closure is approximately given by

μ= − + −γ γ γ γ

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥g

k T
h cr r r r( ) exp

1
( ) ( ) ( )

B (10)

where kB, T, and u are the Boltzmann constant, thermodynamic
temperature, and a pair interaction potential, respectively. A
more useful closure relation was proposed by Kovalenko and
Hirata, and is known as the Kovalenko−Hirata (KH)
closure:35,36

μ

=
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+ ≥
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The KH closure has improved the convergence in iterative
solutions of the 3D-RISM equation substantially and has also
yielded reasonable physical properties.
By solving 3D-RISM-HNC or 3D-RISM-KH equations, one

can obtain the 3D-DFs and the correlation functions of solvent
around the solute macromolecules. Physical quantities related
to solvation are also obtained by correlation functions, such as
solute−solvent interaction energy, partial molar volume, and
solvation free energy. The solvation free energy is given by

∫ ∫∑μ ρ λΔ =
γ

γ γ γ
λu gr r rd d ( ) ( )

0

1

(12)

where λ is a solute−solvent coupling parameter and gλ is a DF
under the solute−solvent coupling state λ. The coupling
parameter takes 0 when there is no interaction between the
solute and solvent and takes 1 when the solute molecules
immersed in the solvent and system are in a state of
equilibrium. Unlike molecular simulation, the integration on λ
can be performed analytically when the HNC or KH closure is
adopted. The resulting analytical expression of Δμ is given as

∫∑μ ρ
β

Δ = − + −
γ

γ γ γ γ{ }c h h cr r r r r( )
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2

( )
1
2
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for the HNC closure and
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for the KH closure, where Θ denotes the Heaviside step
function.35−37 Using these expressions, one can obtain the
solvation free energy with a single 3D-RISM calculation, which
is one of the great advantages over the molecular simulation
methods.

■ DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION-BASED ANALYSIS
In this section, we review the molecular recognition study based
on the 3D-DFs evaluated by the 3D-RISM theory. The
molecular recognition process is defined as a molecular process
in which a ligand molecule is bound to the host molecules at a
particular position and orientation with high selectivity. This
means that the ligand has a high affinity to the binding pocket
of host molecules and the probability of finding the ligand
molecule at the binding pocket should be high. In other words,
the DF of the ligand molecule shows a conspicuous peak at the
binding pocket. Therefore, the position of the binding site,
ligand-binding mode, and affinity of the binding from the DF
can be determined simultaneously. In such applications, the
ligand molecule is treated as one of the “solvent” components
in the 3D-RISM framework. Because the 3D-DFs obtained by
3D-RISM theory are obtained through a complete ensemble
average over the entire configuration space of solvent molecules
including ligands in the thermodynamic limits, the 3D-DFs
automatically include the configuration of solvents in the
binding pocket, channel, and cavity inside the protein.
Pioneering work leading to a series of studies for molecular

recognition based on the 3D-DFs obtained by 3D-RISM theory
was conducted by Imai et al.38 They found that the water
distribution inside the cavity of hen egg-white lysozyme
evaluated by the theory completely reproduced the exper-
imental observation. Following their work, Yoshida et al.
applied the theory to selective ion binding by human
lysozyme.39,40 In this study, the 3D-DFs of ions were evaluated
by the theory for wild-type human lysozyme and its mutants
with different ion selectivity. The experimental and theoretical
(3D-RISM) positions of the Ca2+ ion at the ion binding site of
mutated human lysozyme are compared in Figure 1. The
position of the highest Ca2+ peak of 3D-DF almost completely
coincides with that of the experiments. The distance between
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the 3D-RISM and experimental Ca2+ positions is only 0.6 Å,
which is much smaller than the resolution of the X-ray
crystallographic spectra. The peak positions based on 3D-DF
analysis of water, ions, and xenon were compared with the
experimental observations for several systems, such as the KcsA
potassium channel,41 Na-dependent F-type ATP synthase,42

and myoglobin,43 and all show good agreement with the
experimental data. Comparisons with the MD simulation are
also reported for hen−egg lysozyme38 and GroEL/ES,44 and
the papers concluded that the 3D-RISM approach can yield
3D-DF values that are very close to those obtained through
MD simulations.
These results imply that channel proteins are suitable targets

to demonstrate the power of 3D-RISM theory because the
molecular transportation through the channel is usually slow
and a rare event on the molecular simulation time-scale. Most
channel proteins play a variety of vital roles in living systems by
transporting water, ions, and ligands, selectively.45 Therefore,
clarifications of the molecular mechanism are essential for
diagnosing related diseases or designing drugs.
As an example, we introduce our 3D-RISM study on the

influenza A M2 channel.46 The M2 channel found on the viral
membrane of the influenza A virus is a target of anti-influenza
drugs because of its important role in proton transport and viral
replication. For example, an amantadine drug family is known
as a channel blocker to inhibit proton transportation by the M2
channel.4,5 The M2 channel is highly selective for protons
through gating controlled by pH. To investigate the mechanism
of pH-dependent proton transport in the M2 channel,
Phongphanphanee et al. considered the distributions of water
and hydronium ions inside the channel by the concerted use of
3D-RISM theory and MD simulation.46 It was suggested that
the pH-controlled gating is accomplished by a change in the
protonation state of the four histidines (His37) in the channel.
The experiments also suggested that tryptophan 41 (Trp41)
acts as a gate to move in conjunction with the protonation state

of the histidines. The protonated states of histidines are
regulated by pH from the nonprotonated state (0H) to the
quadruple protonated state (4H) in the decreasing order of pH.
They performed to obtain the M2 channel structure depending
on the protonated state of histidines. Based on those structures,
the 3D-RISM calculations were conducted and the 3D-DFs of
water and hydronium ion, which is a proton analogue, were
obtained.
The pH-dependent structure of the Trp41 gate, 3D-DFs of

water, and hydronium ions are shown in Figure 2. The 3D-DFs

of water clearly show that the accessibility of water through the
channel increases with the protonated state of the channel in
the order 0H < 1H < 2H < 3H < 4H. This result can be
explained readily in terms of the pore diameter, which is
widened by the electrostatic repulsion within protonated His37.
Then the Trp41 turns to open the gate. The results suggest that
the 0H, 1H, and 2H states are considered to be closed forms,
whereas the 3H and 4H states are open forms.
The potential mean forces (PMFs) through the channel are

shown in Figure 3. The PMFs can readily be derived from 3D-
DFs. The PMFs of water show high barriers only in the 0H,
1H, and 2H states. However, the PMF of water in 3H and 4H is
negative along the entire pore channel, which indicates that
water is permeating through the channel.
In the closed states, 0H, 1H, and 2H, hydronium ions exhibit

a behavior similar to water. This indicates that a hydronium ion
or a proton is also prevented from being transported across the
channel. The PMF of the hydronium ions in 3H and 4H exhibit
small barrier. The barrier heights in the 3H and 4H forms are
just 2−3 and 5−7 kJ/mol, respectively, which are comparative
to the thermal energy. The barrier height for protons is higher
in 4H than in 3H, which contrasts with the heuristic argument
based on the pore size around the gating region. These
observations can be explained by two competing factors. One of
these competing factors is the electrostatic repulsion between
the protonated His37 residues, which makes the pore channel
larger and enhances the distribution of protons and water. The
other factor is the electrostatic repulsion between protons and
the protonated His37 residues, which will increase the PMF
barrier. The two effects are balanced at the 3H state to
maximize the proton distribution in the channel. These results
are consistent with those by Voth and colleagues.47

■ SOLVENT/LIGAND PLACEMENT TECHNIQUE
A 3D-DF provides the probability of finding molecules at a
position obtained through an ensemble average over the entire

Figure 1. Comparison of the Ca2+ binding position of mutated human
lysozyme. (A) X-ray crystal structure of mutated human lysozyme with
the Ca2+ ion colored green. (B, C) Isosurface plots of the 3D-DFs of
the Ca2+ ion evaluated by 3D-RISM-KH theory with g > 10 and g > 50,
respectively. (D) Expansion of panel A around the Ca2+ binding site.
(E) Expansion of panel C around the Ca2+ binding site. Red arrows in
panels C and E indicate the positions of the highest peak in the 3D-
DFs for the Ca2+ ion.

Figure 2. Structure of the Trp41 gate with histidines in a different
protonated state (upper panel) and 3D-DFs of water (cyan in middle
panel) and hydronium ions (red in lower panel) with g > 1.
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configuration space of solvent molecules. Although 3D-DF
itself is a useful physical quantity, the most probable position of
the solvent or ligand molecules may also be required, such as
complementation experimental data and preparation of the
initial configuration for a molecular simulation. Many computa-
tional methods that reproduce or predict the explicit solvent
configuration or ligand binding modes have been pro-
posed.48−52 Here, we review several methods based on the
3D-RISM theory.42,53−56

The simplest way to specify the most probable position of a
solvent site or atom is to find the highest peak of the 3D-DF.54

With this view, Sindhikara et al. proposed a method to place the
solvent at the highest peak position of 3D-DF, i.e., the so-called
placevent algorithm.42 The scheme to place the solvent is as
follows: (1) the highest peak position of the 3D-DF is
identified; (2) the explicit solvent atom is placed at the
position; and (3) the 3D-DF is updated by evacuating one
population unit of the solvent atom to conserve the total
population of the solvent atoms. These steps are continued
until there are a satisfactory number of explicit solvent atoms.
In Figure 4, the coordinates of the explicit water oxygen and
sodium ion in Na-dependent F-type ATP synthase (PDB:
2WGM57) evaluated by the placevent algorithm were compared
with those of the experimental results. As shown in Figure 4,
the placevent algorithm reproduces the coordination structure
well. The average error compared to experimental data was 0.39
± 0.11 Å for sodium ion and 0.65 ± 0.24 Å for water oxygen,
these values are much lower than the experimental resolution,
2.35 Å.
The placevent algorithm places simple ions and solvent

atoms based on a single 3D-DF. Because most drugs are
polyatomic molecules, an extension of the method for
polyatomic ligands is desired. Unlike with simple ions,
identifying the binding mode or position and orientation of
polyatomic ligand molecules has some difficulties. The
information on the orientation and molecular structure of the

ligand is averaged out by applying the interaction site model.
Therefore, it is difficult to extract the most probable binding
mode of a ligand from the 3D-DFs directory. Several methods
have been proposed to realize the ligand placement based on
3D-DFs.53,55,56,58 Pioneering work was conducted by Imai et
al.53 They applied the ligand placement algorithm to map small
ligand molecules on protein surfaces to further develop
fragment-based drug design. Kiyota et al. proposed an efficient
scheme to obtain the 3D-DFs of larger ligand molecules and
used the ligand placement algorithm to obtain the 3D-DFs of
complex ligand molecules.55 Following this study, Sindhikara
and Hirata also proposed a similar method with improved
numerical stability and realized a more detailed analysis of the
binding affinity of the ligand.56 Nikolic ́ et al. expanded these
methods to enable their use with flexible ligand molecules by
including the AUTODOCK protocol.58,59

Although these methods employed different scoring
functions and grid generation algorithms, they adopted a
similar strategy for the placement of the ligand. Here, we
introduce the basic method used for the ligand placement from
3D-DFs obtained by 3D-RISM theory; we describe the method
reported by Kiyota et al. as an example.55 The method defines
two scoring function types: one is for the position of ligands
and the other is for their orientation, in terms of 3D-DFs and a
trial geometry of a ligand molecule. A scheme of the method is
shown in Figure 5 where the binding mode of an aspirin
molecule to phospholipase A2 (PDB: 1OXR60) was examined
as an example. First, the 3D-DFs of the ligand, aspirin, around
the host protein, phospholipase A2, were evaluated by 3D-
RISM theory (see Figure 5a). Second, to specify the position of
ligand binding, a function for the distribution center or net
distribution of the ligand is introduced. The iso-surface plot of
the net distribution of ligand aspirin is shown in Figure 5b. A
conspicuous distribution can be found at the binding site
suggested by experiments. Finally, one can investigate the most
probable orientation of ligands at the position identified in the
previous step by using the scoring function for the orientation.
In Figure 5c, the result of the orientational search of aspirin at
the binding site determined in the previous step is compared
with the ligand coordinate taken from the PDB. It is worth
noting that both the orientation and the position of the aspirin

Figure 3. Potential mean force (PMF) of water (left) and hydronium
ions (right) in different states of protonation. Each line represents the
PMF calculated with a different M2 channel conformation in the
protonation state.

Figure 4. Comparison of the position of sodium ion and water oxygen
between computational (calc) and experimental (expt) results. The
green and red colored surfaces denote the iso-surface plot of the
sodium ion and water oxygen atom, respectively.
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ligand are sufficiently consistent. This application clearly
demonstrates that the method based on the 3D-RISM theory
is a prospective tool for searching the binding site and
determining the binding mode.

■ BINDING FREE ENERGY ANALYSIS
In the field of structure-based drug design or drug molecular
modeling, docking simulation is a mainstay method that
predicts the binding mode and affinity of drug candidate ligands
to the host protein. Usually, the analyses are performed when
the location of the binding pocket is known. MM/GBSA or
MM/PBSA are popular methods to evaluate the binding free
energy of ligands; they are based on the MM of biomolecules
combined with the GB or PB and SA methods.4,5,7,8 These
methods are widely used in docking simulations for virtual
screening in modern drug design because of their low
computational cost and reasonable accuracy. Because these
methods employ the implicit solvent model to consider the
solvent effects, the description of the solvation has some flaws;
i.e., the interaction originates to molecular shape, such as
hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interaction, and solvent
entropic term.9,11 To circumvent these difficulties, a method
using the 3D-RISM theory instead of GBSA or PBSA has been
proposed, which is called the MM/3D-RISM method.61−63 In
addition, by employing the 3D-RISM theory, not only the
solvation free energy but also detailed solvation structure can
be obtained.
The accuracy of the MM/3D-RISM method has been

assessed for the biotin−avidin system and for DNA.61,64

Genheden et al. examined the binding free energy of seven
biotin analogues to avidin protein and compared the results
obtained by MM/3D-RISM to those calculated using MM/
PBSA and MM/GBSA methods.61 The mean absolute
deviations (MADs) and the correlation coefficient of binding
free energies from the experimental values are summarized in
Table 1. The experimental values for the correlation coefficient
of the binding free energy (0.80−0.93) are comparable to those
obtained by MM/PBSA (0.91−0.93) and MM/GBSA (0.59−
0.89). On the other hand, MADs of the calculated binding free
energies from the experimental values are poor in all the
methods, although the PBDelphi shows best performance. The
MAD of 3D-RISM-KH is relatively small. Yesudas et al.
calculated the binding energy of short DNA (9−20-mers) from
single-strand oligonucleotides by MM/3D-RISM and compared
the results to those obtained using MM/PBSA and MM/
GBSA.64 In their study, both single-trajectory and three-

trajectory methods were examined. Here, the single-trajectory
method only uses the MD trajectory for protein−ligand
complex systems, whereas the three-trajectory method uses
three individual trajectories for the ligands, the protein, and
their complex. The three-trajectory method gives better results
than those obtained with the single-trajectory method. The
correlation coefficient of the three-trajectory MM/3D-RISM
(0.98) is similar to those of MM/PBSA (0.99) and MM/GBSA
(0.99). The results noted above indicate that the MM/3D-
RISM method is comparable to other methods and yields
reasonable values for practical use. The MM/3D-RISM method
and its extensions have been successfully applied to several
systems.65−67

Here, one of the applications of the MM/3D-RISM method
is briefly introduced to demonstrate its use in drug design.
Phanich et al. have applied the MM/3D-RISM method to
elucidate the molecular mechanism for the oseltamivir
resistance of mutated influenza B neuraminidase.67 For
influenza B virus neuraminidase, oseltamivir-resistant variants
containing the single mutations E119G, R152 K, and D198N
have been reported.68−72 These residues are placed at the
oseltamivir-binding pocket (see Figure 6).
The results of the MM/3D-RISM calculation are summar-

ized in Table 1, which shows that the binding free energy for
wild-type is negative while those of the mutants are positive.
These results indicate that oseltamivir binding by mutated

Figure 5. Scheme for placing a ligand molecule based on 3D-DFs. (a)
Iso-surface plot of 3D-DFs of the aspirin molecule around
phospholipase A2 with the threshold g(r) > 2; (red) COOH; (gray)
aromatic ring; (blue) OCOCH3 group, respectively. (b) Results of the
box search algorithm. Red surfaces denote the net distribution of
aspirin molecules. (c) Predicted binding mode of aspirin (red-colored
sticks) as a result of the orientational-search algorithm compared with
those taken from the X-ray structure (blue-colored sticks).

Table 1. Comparison of Computed Binding Free Energy
with Experimental Valuesa

solvation methodb MAD correlation coefficient

3D-RISM-KH-GF 70.7 ± 1.0 0.80 ± 0.02
3D-RISM-KH 36.8 ± 10 0.90 ± 0.02
PBAMBER 48.2 ± 1.0 0.91 ± 0.01
PBDelphi 16.3 ± 1.0 0.93 ± 0.02
GBHCT 42.1 ± 0.8 0.59 ± 0.03
GBOBC1 40.5 ± 0.9 0.69 ± 0.03
GBOBC2 86.8 ± 1.0 0.85 ± 0.01
GBn 93.3 ± 1.1 0.89 ± 0.01

aUnits of MAD are kilojoules per mole.18 b3D-RISM-KH-GF denotes
the values obtained using the Gaussian fluctuation solvation free
energy formula with the correlation function calculated by 3D-RISM-
KH theory. PBAMBER and PBDelphi are the PB methods implemented in
Amber73 and Delphi II,74 respectively. GBHCT, GBOBC1, GBOBC2, and
GBn are the GB methods available in Amber.73 See the work of
Genheden et al.61 for details of the methods.

Figure 6. Oseltamivir and the bound residues of influenza B
neuraminidase. The labeled residues are mutated for the oseltamivir-
resistant mutants.
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neuraminidase is unfavorable. The relative binding free energy
from the wild-type, δΔG, is compared with those converted
from the experimental IC50 values. They showed a qualitatively
good agreement, namely, E119G and R152K show greater
resistance and D198N shows lesser resistance. As seen in eq 2,
the binding free energy can be split into three components,
which are shown in Table 2. The conformational energy
changes caused by the ligand binding, ΔGconf, are not
considered because single trajectory analysis is employed. For
all cases, ΔGint takes a negative value while ΔGsolv is positive.
Creation of hydrogen bonding between the oseltamivir ligand
and the surrounding residues is a major factor for the negative
ΔGint value, whereas the positive contribution to ΔGsolv

originates from the partial dehydration of both oseltamivir
ligand and host neuraminidase. These results indicate that the
loss of hydrogen bonds with solvent water and solute molecules
is almost compensated for by the gain of hydrogen bonds
between the ligand and the residues around the binding pocket.
In the case of the wild-type, the stabilization by the gain of the
hydrogen bonds is slightly greater than the dehydration penalty,
consequently, the wild-type shows oseltamivir affinity. Contrary
to the wild-type, the compensation for the dehydration by
ligand−host interaction is not sufficient for all the mutants. In
the case of the E119G mutant, because the hydrophilic
glutamate residue is replaced by the nonpolar and short side
chain of glycine, the hydrogen bond between residue 119 and
the oseltamivir ligand is not observed (Figure 7). At the same
time, this means the hydrogen bond between the residue 119
and solvent water also disappears. The change in the hydrogen

bond formation shifts the ΔGint positive and ΔGsolv negative,
respectively. In addition, the substitution of the large side chain
of glutamate to the small side chain of glycine makes space for
the solvent water after ligand binding. As seen in Figure 8,
solvent water distribution can be observed around G119;
therefore, the oseltamivir ligand can keep the solvation partially
and the dehydration penalty of the ligand is reduced. Similar
analyses have been performed for R152K and D198N mutants,
and detailed pictures of the binding affinity reduction of the
oseltamivir-resistant mutants were clarified.

■ COMPUTATIONAL COST
Given that there are usually thousands to millions of drug
candidate molecules, drug screening requires a huge computa-
tional cost. This computational cost is thus a crucial element to
be considered in developing theoretical methods for drug
design. In terms of the computational cost of evaluating
solvation free energy, it is evident that implicit solvent models,
such as GBSA and PBSA, are vastly superior to explicit solvent
models. For example, the solvation free energy calculation for
proteins that have several hundreds of amino acid residues can
be easily performed by the implicit solvation model within 1 s
with a commercially available single-node workstation and
software package, such as Amber.
On the other hand, the computational cost of 3D-RISM is

relatively high, because it requires nonlinear simultaneous
equations to be solved in an iterative manner. Therefore, efforts
to accelerate the program have been made. By using OpenMP
parallelization, the 3D-RISM takes approximately 30 min to
solve a single protein solvation structure using commercially
available multicore central processing units (CPUs).
One way to overcome the large computational cost in solving

the 3D-RISM equation is to use a supercomputer system, which

Table 2. Binding Free Energy and its Components for Oseltamivir Binding by Influenza B Neuraminidase Compared with
Those of Mutantsa

energetics wild-type E119G R152K D198N

ΔG −0.3 ± 1.0 2.9 ± 2.5 0.9 ± 2.0 0.1 ± 2.1
ΔGint −181.2 ± 5.6 −148.8 ± 2.7 −177.6 ± 9.3 −178.2 ± 1.9
ΔGsolv 180.9 ± 4.6 151.8 ± 2.5 178.6 ± 7.4 178.3 ± 2.5
δΔGb 3.2 1.3 0.4
δΔGIC50,b 2.0c 3.4c/2.7d 1.3d

aUnits are kilocalories per mole. bδ is the value relative to the wild-type. The ΔGIC50 values are converted from experimental IC50 values. cJackson et
al.72 dMishin et al.71

Figure 7. Occupation of the hydrogen bond formation between the
specific residues and oseltamivir over the molecular dynamic
trajectories. Red arrow indicates the mutated residue.

Figure 8. Isosurface plot of 3D-DFs of water oxygen colored blue
inside the binding pocket of (a) wild-type and (b) E119G mutant with
threshold g(r) ≥ 5. The red circle indicates the distribution caused by
mutation.
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have numerous nodes with many-core CPUs. For example, the
RIKEN K supercomputer has over 700 000 CPU cores and
each CPU has eight cores. To use the 3D-RISM program
efficiently in such a supercomputer system, a massively parallel
implementation of the program is essential. A three-dimen-
sional, fast Fourier transform (3D-FFT) routine is required to
solve the convolution integral in the 3D-RISM equation (eq 8),
and the greatest challenge concerning the use of massively
parallel implementation of 3D-RISM program is a paralleliza-
tion of this 3D-FFT. The usual parallel 3D-FFT employs slab-
type parallelization, in which the data array is distributed across
nodes along only one axis. Therefore, the maximum number of
nodes is limited to the number of grids on one axis. To
overcome this difficulty, Maruyama et al. employed the
volumetric 3D-FFT algorithm.75 The 3D-RISM calculations
on 16,384 nodes were tested, and the 3D-RISM program with
volumetric 3D-FFT achieved excellent performance running on
a RIKEN K supercomputer. Indeed, the calculations took only
4 and 11 s for 5123 and 20483 grids, respectively. Another
approach to realize massively parallel computing has been
proposed by Yokogawa et al.76 They proposed a theory free
from 3D-FFT, called multicenter-molecular OZ (MC-MOZ).
Because the MC-MOZ theory does not require 3D-FFT
computation, the massively parallel computation is easy to
perform with supercomputer systems.
An alternative way to accelerate the 3D-RISM program is to

use the general-purpose computing facilities on graphics
processing units (GPUs). Advantages of GPUs are high
memory bandwidth and large numbers of cores. However,
since GPUs typically have relatively small amounts of working
memory, it is difficult to implement the 3D-RISM program.
This is because the normal 3D-RISM program employs an
algorithm called the modified method of direct inversion in
iterative subspace (MDIIS)77 to accelerate convergence, and
this algorithm requires a large amount of memory. To
overcome this problem, Maruyama and Hirata proposed a
modified Anderson method to implement the 3D-RISM
program on GPUs.78 Given that the modified Anderson
method requires only about one-third to one-fourth of the
working memory compared with the MDIIS method, it made it
possible to implement the 3D-RISM program on GPUs. By
running the 3D-RISM program with a Tesla-K40 GPU, a single
protein solvation structure can be solved in only a few minutes.
These implementations and the development of the methods

will allow the practical use of 3D-RISM and related theories for
drug screening.

■ SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE
In this paper, we reviewed the development and application of
the theoretical method focusing on solvent effects in molecular
recognition based on the 3D-RISM and related theories. The
3D-RISM theory realized an analysis that was difficult with the
conventional method.
The 3D-DFs evaluated by the 3D-RISM theory are obtained

through a complete ensemble average over the entire
configuration space of solvent molecules in the thermodynamic
limits. It is extremely difficult to achieve a similar level of
ensemble average with an MD simulation if the solute molecule
has a complex structure like a protein. Because the 3D-DFs by
the 3D-RISM theory can reproduce the solvation structure even
in the binding pocket, channel, and cavity inside the protein, it
is easy to deduce the binding affinity of ligands, including
solvent, ions, and cofactors, at these regions. By exploiting this

feature of 3D-DFs, methods to predict the location of binding
sites and the most probable binding modes of ligands have been
proposed. The method is effective not only for drug design, but
also for preparing the initial configuration of an MD simulation.
The 3D-RISM theory naturally reproduces all of the

solvation thermodynamic properties, including solute−solvent
interaction energy, solvation entropy, and solvation free energy,
and their derivatives, such as the partial molar volume. The
changes in these thermodynamic properties are useful in
understanding the mechanism of molecular recognition at a
molecular level. Although the 3D-RISM theory reproduces the
change in solvation free energy due to molecular recognition,
the accuracy of the absolute value of solvation free energy
shows only qualitative agreements with experiments. To
improve the accuracy of the solvation free energy, a pioneering
work was conducted by Palmer et al.,79,80 who found that the
partial molar volume of the solute molecule had a linear
correlation with the difference of the solvation free energy
between the experimental and computational values. They
proposed an empirical correction method of solvation free
energy using linear correlation. Following their work, studies to
improve the accuracy continue in many theoretical groups.81−88

Another serious concern in molecular recognition or drug
design is an accurate treatment of the ligand−host protein
interaction. To address this, quantum chemical methods are
employed, such as quantum mechanics and molecular
mechanics (QM/MM) or fragment molecular orbital (FMO)
methods.89−94 To consider the solvent effects, a hybrid of these
methods with the 3D-RISM theory has been proposed by
Yoshida et al.,95,96 which is an extension of a series of studies on
the development of the hybrid approach of the electronic
structure theory and integral equation theory of liquids.35,97−99

In this review, we have focused on the advantages of the 3D-
RISM theory compared to molecular simulation and continuum
models. However, there are many areas where these methods
are superior to the 3D-RISM theory. Theoretical development
and applications by the concerted use of these methods are
needed to tackle the unresolved problems of solvation and
improve the accuracy further.
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